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Bonjour, I’m Géraldine.

Living in France as an expat is no ordinary experience

Not only have you moved, but you’ve switched to a whole new life : a new language, a 
new culture, new habits.

You are probably worried you will go from wonderwoman to 
being a frightened child.

Maybe you already feel like that!

We both know how it feels to be lonely and have nobody that understands what you 
are going through

Guess what? 

There is another way.

I’ll show you.
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I know that when a woman moves to France, they don’t want to lose control over their 
life.

They don’t want to feel like an outsider. They don’t want to struggle with bureaucracy. 
They don’t want to blush and feel embarrassed by their pronunciation.

They want to fit in. They want to speak French with ease. They want to have so 
many French friends that their friends back home will be jealous. 

They want to be happy. To feel good each and every day. To blossom in their new life 
in France.

I’m Géraldine Lepère. And I’m the founder of "Your vie en rose", an online 
course for women who want to live in France and feel at home.
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Imagine yourself in a cute French café, having a cup of coffee with your French 
friend Julie, talking about your new job.

Imagine yourself having an apéro with your neighbours Marie and Pierre, in your 
garden. It’s 7 PM, you have all the time in the world.

Imagine how it is going to be to feel confident enough to order your favorite dessert, 
the profiterolles, in a restaurant, in French.

This is not a dream. Not something you only see in Chanel ads. Not another fantasy 
only accessible to rich, trendy, fashionable hipsters.

Here is a fact. There are 2.5 million foreign women in France. You are not alone. 

How did they build their life in France ?

How can YOU do it too?

In this series, I’m going to show you how you can live in France and feel at home.
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My mom Lucy is a foreigner. She moved from Mexico 30 years ago.

She didn’t speak a single word of French.

She told me many times how hard it was not to go the « easy » path of living with 
people speaking your language.

She wanted to integrate, to be with French people, to live HER French life. 

And she did it! I’m SO proud of her journey.

4 years ago, I left everything behind: my family, my boyfriend, and a nice future in Paris 
to move to Yorkshire, in England. 

I found out in a few days that speaking a language was one thing. 

But understanding the culture and integrating was something much more difficult! 

I wanted to « feel at home ». I didn’t want to blush everytime time I spoke. I 
wanted to fit in. 

It took confidence and I did it. I had 2 brilliant years in England ! 
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Just between you and me, I remember very well going to the shop to buy flour one 
day. 

But as I wasn’t sure how to say it (flower? flour? floor?). I wanted to avoid the shame 
of being misunderstood. 

So I said: « I want this white powder you make cakes with ». Which is quite right as a 
definition, BUT very weird to hear... 

I was SO ashamed... I just wanted to leave the shop as fast as possible...

On a more serious note: For 2 years I was very frightened to feel sick. 

Not only did I not know how the medical system worked in England, but, also, I had 
NO idea how to describe any illness! 

What if something happened to me? Who would I talk to? Where would I go? 

This is such a common fear, I can't even count how often I hear it anymore.
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Now, I’m commited to giving back.

To help hundreds of women feel good in France. And I want to help you too. 

I want to help you avoid all the mistakes I made. 

To help you with what keeps you up at night.

You do not need to stay alone. 

You cannot resign that integration will never happen. 

Never give up on your life.

I'll be there by your side, 

Learn to live in France and feel at home. Step by step. Quick and easy.
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Here is an article I published in May 2012 in a famous British magazine about France:

Feeling at home covers so much: language, culture, habits...

My advice is always: Eat French, Dress French, Live French. 

Moving to France is a unique opportunity to dive into the French art de vivre. 
Enjoy!

All your life, you have been used going to ’your’ shops. Your favorite  clothes, 
favorite meal, favorite bookshop. 

Once in France, you have to find all these ‘favorite’  places again.

Most expatriates say «I just didn’t know what to look for!». 

And even if shops like Ikea are worldwide, many  haven’t crossed the borders 
yet. 

So let’s have a look at the equivalent of your everyday shops that you find ‘chez 
vous’. 
And get a few tips on living in France.
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Fill up the fridge

Welcome to the magical world of French food.

Meals are an institution in France. They are a very social part of French 
life.

You share food as much as you share ideas and friendship. 

The best thing to do is to enjoy the pleasure of 100% fresh food at the market: 
vegetable and fruit, meat and cheese, bread and eggs... 

You can often taste products before you buy. 

And if you arrive near midday, sellers will offer you what they don’t want to  
pack up. 

Like a full  crate of fruit.  A nice treat.

If you can’t find time to go to the market, French Supermarkets offer a big range 
of food products: fresh, canned, frozen... 

Shops often have a «foreign food» section where you will find Peanut butter. 
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However, don’t expect too much: the French mainly eat French food.

Carrefour, Auchan and Leclerc are the French big supermarkets. 

However be careful: none of them are open 24/7. And they are closed on 
Sundays. 

All three offer online shopping through their websites. You can pick up your 
shopping directly at the supermarket or it is delivered to your door.

My tip: Canned pre-cooked food is good. Try the «quenelles», «petit salé aux 
lentilles» and «confit de canard». Delicious.

Produits culturels

It’s time to listen to some «chanson française»! 

For CDs and other «produits culturels», La Fnac is a French living myth.

The Fédération Nationale d’Achat des Cadres was born more than 50 years ago 
and its yellow squared logo is part of French everyday life. 

La Fnac sells high-tech, books, CDs, DVDs and videogames.
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Its main competitors are Virgin for music and Darty for electronics.

My tip: To discover good «chanson française»: listen to the radio (Le Mouv’, 
Chérie FM). Forty % of their content has to be French music because of French 
law.

Be aware that the price of books is fixed (maximum discount: 5%) so feel 
free to buy books from charming little bookshops. 

It makes no sense to look for a good deal on books in France.

Second-hand shops are not as common as in the US and UK. 

There are no shops such as Oxfam, or other charity shops. 

If you wish to purchase cheap books, Gibert Joseph proposes second hand 
books, CDs and DVDs, and specialises in school books. All students know Gibert 
Joseph.

You’ll find a few independant «bouquinistes»: the most famous being of 
course the ones along the river Seine in Paris. 

Where you’ll find old (sometimes precious) books, cards and LPs. It’s always 
nice to read a good old «livre de poche» or to re-discover dusty childhood 
treasures. 
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Dress like a Frenchie

Even if French fashion has a worldwide reputation, French shops don’t have the 
colourful craziness of American brands. 

French brands focus on quality and a perfect cut. The colours are often darker 
or basic. 

French clothes are supposed to fit any occasion. 

To be elegant at every moment of the day without much effort.

Etam is the French equivalent of TopShop: designed for 17-30 year old women, it 
has colourful and affordable clothing.

Kookaï and Promod are a little further up in the scale of price and quality. 

Kookaï will be perfect for a «little black dress» 

whereas Promod proposes more colourful collections.

Chattawak, le Comptoir de Cotonniers, and Gérard Darel play in another 
league with detail orientated clothes. 
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These brands propose ultra classic «indémodables» (always stylish) clothes. 

They use the  best cotton, silk and wool. These brands embody  the ideal elegant 
French woman.

Gérard Darel was represented by the French actress Charlotte Gainsbourg, 
enough said!

Men will find the equivalent of Burton in Celio and Jules. They both offer 
good quality casual and work clothes. 

Department stores have two  equivalents: Le Printemps and Les Galeries 
Lafayette. 

For perfect accessories, Paris offers you Le Bon Marché: an elegant 
department store with the best and most expensive brands. A must see.

Of course, you will find in France the international brands that you are used to: 
H&M, Zara, Gap, Uniqlo.

My tip: Always wear a scarf: wool or cashmere in winter, silk or cotton, in 
summer. It looks like a French cliché abroad but is a must-do once in France.
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Mon chez moi

Ikea is the king of shopping for your house in Europ, so of course it follows that 
is the king in France.

So you’ll feel at home here: the blue bags, the long maze of products and the «it 
won’t fit» talks at the return counter .

After the Swedish brand invaded France, only a few French ones have survived: 
Conforama and Fly. 

They both provide the same good value for money furniture. However, it all 
looks the same.

You can always find however original stylish furniture at Maisons du 
Monde. 

The kings of fridges and TVs are shops like: Darty and Boulanger. 

Like La Fnac, Darty has a strong reputation. Both offer good after-sales services 
and free delivery.
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The French B&Q and Homebase are Castorama and Leroy Merlin. 

Both are often open on Sunday morning and full of «bricoleurs du dimanche» as 
well as professionals.

There are no such shops as Argos and Poundland (yet!). 

However, If you are looking for cheap second-hand furniture: the charity 
Emmaüs and websites like leboncoin.fr (and Ebay of course) might help!
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What to do NOW?

Simple.

It is your turn. Take your life in hand and join us!

Click to get your full 20 minutes lesson «Chat in the street» of my existing course 
Moving to France, for FREE.

I’ll see you there!

A bientôt,

Géraldine
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